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Abstract--The propagation of an intense plane-`*'ave pulse into a nonlinear dielectric half-space is 
considered: it is assumed that the dielectric is not a perti~ct nonconductor and that the conduction vector 
J is given by a simple nonlinear Ohm's la`*. Under thexe conditions ~e pro~c that singularities form in 
the propagating electromagnetic v, ave provided the initial gradients of the electromagnetic f elds in the 
,*'ave are positive, and pointwise sufficiently large. Our results point to the fact that nonlinear conduction 
currents [nay provide a natural dissipative mechanism in the plane-wave-nonlinear dielectric interaction 
problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 0.. C R 3 be any bounded, or unbounded, open domain occupied by a nonlinear, isotropic 
dielectric substance which conforms to the constitutive relations 
D(x, t) = ~(E(x, t))E(x, t). B(x, t) = p.(H~x, t))H(x, t) 1.1) 
for x E f~, where B is the magnetic field, H the magnetic intensity', E the electric field, and 
D the electric induction field defined by D = %E + P(E): in this latter relation, eo is the 
permittivity of free space and P is the polarization vector. Throughout O., for t > 0, it is assumed 
that Maxwell's equations apply, in the standard tbrm 
OB 
- cur lE ,  d ivB  = 0, 
Ot 
0D 
J + - -  = cur lH,  d ivD = 9, 
Ot 
(1.2) 
where 9 = p(x, t) is the free-charge density and J is the conduction vector. We are going to 
assume, in this paper, that g(H) = tx0 = const, where txo is the permeability of free space. 
Although we do not assume a specific form for the scalar-valued vector constitutive function 
in this paper, a typical assumption, which has appeared in some of the nonlinear optics 
literature[l], is that 
e(E) = to + ~;IIEH;, eo > 0, e, > 0. (1.3) 
Our interest in this paper is in the case where f~ is the half-space {x = (x, y, z)lx > 0}; we 
assume that a linearly polarized plane wave is propagating into D. so that E = (0, E(x, t), 0). 
D = CO, D(x, t), 0), B = (0, O, B(x, t)) and H = (0.0,  H(x, t)). With this latter assumption 
the constitutive relations (1. l) reduce to the scalar equations 
D(x, t) = ~(E(x. t))E(x, t) ---- _~/(E(x, t)); B(x, t) = txoH(x, t). (1.4) 
If we set ~!({,) = e((0, 4, 0)), 'v'{ ff R ~ and assume that (?,e(O)' > 0, V~ ~ R ~, then the first 
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relation in il.-2.) can be written in the form 
DIx. t) = ,zl~)d~. ~14~ -~ 1491¢11' > 0. ([.51 
Because this last integral is monotone in E. 3 ~' such that Ecv. n = , ' (DI.v,  n~ and ,' '(D) = 
I/u(E) > 0. 
In all previous work[ 2.3-8] on the problem of plane-`,vave-dielectric half-space interaction. 
it has been assumed o pr io r i  that the conduction vector J = 0. In such a situation, it has been 
shown[2-8] that singularities form in the solutions of initial-value problems associated with the 
homogeneous quasilinear hyperbolic equations that result. ,ahen 11.2) is combined v, ith our 
constitutive hypothesis and the assumption of plane-,aave propagation, even for initial values 
of the electromagnetic field that are arbitrarily' small, smooth, and compactly supported: ex- 
amples of results of this kind. which have been obtained recently by this author in 121. ,aill be 
cited below. Hov, ever. no nonlinear dielectric is a perfect nonconductor and thus it mav be 
expected that J ~ 0 and that. in fact. J = o'(E)E ~`,here 0. is the conductivity: this last relationship 
is an example of a simple nonlinear Ohm's law. We could jtp, t as easilx assume that our medhtm 
is nonhomogeneous so that ~y = 0.(x. E) but this leads to additional complications that ,a ill be 
dealt with in a future work[g]: t\~r the sake of consi-,tenc,~ ,a ith our assumption of homogeneity 
we will also assume that p is negligible. 
Our basic interest in this paper is to begin to explore the effects, on singularity fl~rmation 
in the wave. which result from dropping the a pr io r i  as>umption that J -= 0. In referring to 
this problem of plane-wave-dielectric half-space interaction, Brocr[31 expressed the opinion 
that "'in reality the solution of the physical problem nm,~ be univalent hroughout. This mean> 
that there must be an effect not described bv (7) and !8) [our system (2.21 belo~ with (y = 0i 
which becomes operative whenever waves steepen. This etTect must then put a bound on the 
steepness of the wave fronts. An analogous ituation exists in the theory of non-linear acoustics 
• . . Iwhere) the neglected effects are viscosity and heat conduction. In the optical cm, e the 
wave propagation ,,','ill certainly be rendered univalent by some dissipative proce~,:, not included 
in the field equations, v,'hich admit an energy' equation without di:,sipation. There is. at present. 
no theory of this effect." In this paper we will effect a partial ans~cr to thc hypotbe>i, of Brocr 
by' showing that the inclusion of nonlinear conduction in the model leads to the conclusion that 
singularities forn-i provided that initial gradients of the electromagnetic fieh.ts in the wa,,e are 
(pointwise) sufficiently' large: no such restriction on these initial gradients is needed for sin- 
gularities to form ,,,,'hen d -= 0. In a forthcoming ,aork[10] it v. ill bc shown that with J -~ 0. 
the assumption of initial data x~hich is both smooth and sufficiently small, in an appropriate 
sense, the possesses gradients which are. pointwise sufficientl,, small, assures the existence of 
a globally smooth electromagnetic field in the wa`,e and thus precludes the formation of sin- 
gularities. 
2. THE SYSTEM OF EVOLUTI(]N EQUATIONS 
In all that follo`,vs we will assume that the conduction vector J is given bv the nonlinear 
Ohm's law ,I = o-(E)E, with 0"(.) of class C ~. and that p. the free-charge densitv, is negligible. 
If we set 6"( 0 = 0"(/0. 4. 01). ~ E R ~, then J = /0. 6"lEIx. nE/.v, t). 0). and the equation 
expressing conservation of charge, namely Op/& - g • J = 0. is obviously satisfied, Com- 
bining our assumption of plane-wave propagation with our constitutive relations ~e find that 
Maxwell 's equations ( 1.2t reduce to the scalar quasilinear system 
0 i / (E )  ,:JH 0B ,:~E 
( r (E)E + . . . .  : - t2.1~ 
Ot &v F~t hx  " 
However. ~:~.~//OE = a lE)  and B = ~j- / .  so v,e may rewrite (2. l) in the form 
12.2~ 
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which is a strictly hyperbolic inhomogeneous quasilinear system whose characteristics are 
defined by the nonlinear ordinary differential equations cK/'dt = =l / \ /~ .~a(E Ix .  t)). Although 
(2.2) is not in conservation form, we may use the fact that E(x, t) = / ID(x .  t)) to rewrite this 
system as 
OD I OB OB OD 
- -  + - -E (D) ,  - -  + / ' (D) - -  = 0 ,  (2 .3 )  
Ot It() Ox Ot Ox 
where X'(D) = 6"(~(D)) d(D); this latter system is an inhomogeneous hyperbolic onservation 
law of the form 
Oui Of, 
- -  + - - ( u )  = g(u)  
at Ox 
with 
B/p.o , gfu) = 
u = , f (u )  = \ / (D)/  
and associated characteristics defined by the equations 
! 
', (D(x, t)) a l l (  ,' * t 
dx ~ P.o 
For o" - 0, 6" = 0 and (2.3) reduces to a standard hyperbolic conservation law: it is well 
known that singularities will develop in solutions of initial-value problems for such systems 
even if the initial data is small, smooth, and compactly supported (e.g. [I 11 and [12]). In fact. 
it was shown by this author in [2] that if Do(x) =- D(x, 0) is periodic on R ~. Bo(x) =- O, and 
(s"(0) -~ 0 (so that the problem exhibits genuine nonlinearity) then V,,.:,D =- (D,,  D , )  must 
blow up in finite time 
~o ~/'~ '(0) 
/max ~ max]D0(.l()] x ],~"(0)---~' 
while if D0(x), Bo(x) both have compact support in R ~. and are of class C ~, then any C ~ solution 
of the associated initial-value problem must develop singularities in finite time in the first 
derivatives if d'(/~) is not constant on any open interval. 
For cr ~ 0 we easily find that (2.3) leads to the nonlinear wave equation 
c)2D 3D O: ,~(D) 
- -  + ~"(D)  - (2 .4 )  
Ot: at O.r'- 
Recently, both Nishida[13] and Slemrod[ 14] have examined the damped quasilinear system 
Ow Ov Ov Ow 
= 0, - -  - F'Iw) - av (c~ > 0), (2.5) 
Ot Ox Ot Ox 
which yields the damped nonlinear wave equation 
0:w Ow 0:F(w) 
- -  + a - (2 .6 )  
Ot'- Ot c)x'- 
Clearly the evolution equation (2.4) coincides, in form, with (2.6) iff E is a linear function 
of its argument. Nisbida[13] considered the system (2.5), with associated periodic initial data 
w(x, O) = Wo(X), v(x, O) = vo(x), assumed local hyperbolicity, i.e. F'(O) > O, and proved an 
CA.~A3_2 :/,  / 5 -R  
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a priori  estimate which show's that. for as long as a C ~ solution (w, u) in (x. t) exists, sup,iw' 
may be held small (by choosing the L ~ norms of the initial data wu(x), uoIx) sufficiently small) 
so that F' > 0 for as long as the smooth solution exists. By working with the Riemann invariants 
f)a j" ~, 
r = v + \/'F'I~)dF,, s = u - \ /F '(~)d~ I2.7) 
0 
that are naturally associated with (2.5), and studying, the behavior of Or/&r. Os/Ox along the 
characteristic curves defined by (d.v/dt = ±~/F ' (w(x ,  t)), Nishida was able to derive a priori 
estimates for 
0.~ ix, t) and Os(x.o.v t~)  I 
along the characteristics; these estimates were then used. in conjunction with a continuation 
theorem and a standard local existence theorem for initial-value problems associated with systems 
of the form (2.5) (e.g. [15]) to show that if F"(O) > 0 and the C ~ norms of w,'d.r), u~',(.r) are 
sufficiently small, a C ~ [in (x, t)] solution (w, v) of the initial-value problem for (1.1) exists 
for all t > O. In this paper, however, our interest will not be in establishing the counterpart of 
Nishida's existence result for (2.5) for the system (2.3), but in establishing a counterpart of the 
nonexistence r sult proven by Slemrod for the system (2.5), namely that for r, s as defined by 
(2.7), 3t,~ < :c such that IOr/Ox(x, t)[ --+ :c as t---, t~. provided that F"(0) > 0. with r,;Ix) 
sufficiently large and positive at some x. 
In terms of the Riemann invariants r, s introduced in (2,7). the system (2.51 may be t~ ritten 
as  
o~ c~ 
r" = (r + s), s = - (r + s), (2.8) 
2 2 
where 
= o/at - ~/~'(r  - s)O/Ot, = O/at + \ / f " ( r  - s)O/0x. 
and l"(r - s) -= F(w(r - s)). For an appropriately defined pair of Riemann invariants (which 
we also denote by) r, s we will be able to rewrite our system (2.3) in the form 
r '=  ~( r  - s), s '  = -ap( r  - s), (2.9) 
with r ' ,  s" suitably defined derivatives of r, s along their respective characteristic curves in the 
(x, t) plane. Now, (2.9) is very nearly a special case of the following system in Riemann 
invariant form 
• c~ , c~ ( r  + s) + c~(x.  t).  (2 .10)  r = - _'5(r + s) + C~(x, t), s = - 2 
for which Hattori[16] has established finite-time breakdown ofC ~ solutions by using an argument 
due to Rozhdestvenskii[17], which involves showing that characteristics of the same family 
must cross in finite time. However, central to Hattori's analysis is the derivation and use of 
the a priori estimate 
Ir(x, t)l + ts( , t)l --< sup IroC )l + sup + sup 14'Ix. 
t ~ t 
(2. l l )  
where ro(x) = r(x, 0), so(x) = s(x, 0): clearly, (2. I l) has no relevance vis d vis the system 
(2.9) for which c, = O, and thus Hattori's nonexistence r sults cannot be carried over to establish 
singularity development in smooth solutions of the inhomogeneous quasilinear hyperbolic system 
(2.3) which is of interest in this paper. 
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In order to establish that (2.3) may be rewritten in the form (2.9), for appropriately defined 
r, s. and ~b we introduce the functions 
1 
r(x,t)  = - - -B (x , t )  + 
Ixo 
1 
s(x, t) - B(x, t) - 
t.to 







X = -X /d ' tD(x ,  t))/tx o, v = X/~,~'(D(x, t))/lxo; (2.13a) 
0 0 0 0 
= --Ot + Mx, t) ~x' = --0t + v(x, t)--.Ox (2.13b) 
By (2.12) and (2.13a), 
Or 10B OD 
• Ot (x, t) . . . .  Ixo Ot (x, t) - k(x, t) ~ (x, t), (2 .14a)  
Or 10B OD 
0.---r (x, t) . . . .  ~o 0x (x, t) - Mx, t) ~ (x, t), (2.14b) 
with similar results for (as/at)(x, t) and (as/Ox)(x, t). 
Combining the equations in (2.3) and using (2.14a,b) we find that 
--~/ / ' (D(x, t)) S(D(x, t)) Or (x, t) + Mx, t) oxOr ~xo Ot - -  (x, t) = - (2.15) 
or  
/ ~ '(D(x, t)) 
= - E(D(x, t)). r'(x, t) ~/ lXo (2.16) 
In a similar manner we obtain from (2.3) and the expressions for Os/Ot, Os/Ox, which are 
analogous to (2.14a,b), 
/ 
\ [  / d '(D(x, t)) 
s'(x, t) = + ~(D(x, t)). 
IXo 
(2.17) 
Now, by using (2.12), 
lo,x.,, ~ ,s %) 
r(x, t) - s(x, t) = 2 d~ -= "q(x, t). 
.io I-to 
As r I = '?l(D(x, t)) satisfies 
f - -  
d'?l 9 / c ( ' (D) 
/ >o ,  
i I is monotonic in D and we may define an inverse "?1-~ such that D(x, t) = "fi-a (r(x, t) - 
s(x, t)); thus 
X(x, t) = -X /c : ' ( f i - l ( r (x ,  t) - s(x, t)))/Ixo =-- £.(r(x, t) - s(x, t)). (2.18) 
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As v(x, r) = 
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-M.v,  t), D(= -X)  such that v(x, t) = O(r(.~, t) - .x(x, t)). Finally it v`e 
<''(~-'(K)} 
• (K )  = - ~ E(~- ' (K ) ) ,  K ¢ R:. (2.19) 
then Eqs. (2.16), (2.17) assume the form 
r'(x, t) = qb(r(x, t) - s(x. t)), 
s'(x, t) = -qb(r(x,  t) - s(x. t)). 
(2.20) 
The functions r(x, t), s(x, t) are. of course, the Riemann invariant> natura x associated with 
our system (2.5) and along the characteristic curves .v~(t: 13~ ), xzIt: p:). defined by the solutions 
of the initial-value problems 
dv---!1 = ~,(r(.v,, t) - s(xt, t)): xt(O. [3~) = ~3~. 
dr 
d l" 
- - :  = ~(r(x,. t) - s(.v_,. :)): .v,(0. [3:) = ~:, 
dt 
(2.21) 
the system of partial differential equations (2.20) reduces to the pair ot ordinary differential 
equations 
d 
_ - - r (x t ( t ,  ~t), t) = Op(r(x,(t ,  ~) .  t) - ,~(x,(t, [3a). t)). 
td 
d 
dt s(x,(t, [3,), t) = -qb(r(x, ft .  [3:). t) - .Y(x,(t, [3:). r)). 
_.. ._) 
Associated with the system (2.20) we have initial conditions of the form 
r (x,  0) = r.)(.v), s(x, 0) = s,)(x), (2.23) 
where r0('), so(') are assumed to be periodic in x and of class C ~ for x > 0. In the standard 
fashion we now extend r ( . .  t), s ( ' ,  t), r,,( ') ,  and s,)(.) to all of R ~. in such a manner that the 
extended initial data is periodic and of class C ~ for x ¢ R ~, and ~e consider the initial-value 
problem (2.20), (2.23) for -~c < x < ~c. t > 0. 
3. A PRIORI  BOUNDS ON C SOLUTIONS 
Up till now we have required only that our constitutive theory' conform to the hypothesis 
that V¢ E R;, (¢{(~))' > 0 which, in turn, implies that ," (¢)  > 0. V¢ ¢ R: We now make the 
further assumption that #"(0) > 0 and that / ( - )  and 6"(.) jointly' satisfy' the condition 
d 
sup, ~ ( \ :<<'( f i - ' ( r l ) )  E(~l-'(rl)) = . '  < :'=. {'3. i i 
Nov,', as +1(0) = 0, v`e clearly have 
, ,< ' (0 , )  ~' ' (0 )  
- ' - -~{0) -= - - -  ®(o) = \ \ 8-( , ' (0)) / (0)  = 0, (3.2) 
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so that qb(r - s) = f,;- '  d,'drlqb('q) drl. Therefore. in view of (3.1). 
483 
dqb( rl ) rlrl Iqb(r - s)l < supn ~ '~'  
/ 
+ Is ! )~ ' ( ir]- , - is[) .  
\ t,t,) 
For future reference we define M = "~ /, N >o so that the above estimate assumes the tbrm 
M 
Iqb(r - s) I -< -;- (It i + lsJ). (3.3) 
The last estimate is the basis for the following. 
LEMMA 
Let (r, s) be a C ~ solution of the initial-value problem (2.20). (2.23) for 0 < t -< T. T < 
z.  Then for all t -< T, and x ~ ( -~c ,  :c). 
Ir(x, t)l + Is(x, t)l ~ (]rol + Iso[)e ''~, (3.4) 
where Irol = sup,jro(x)l, is(,I = sup~lso(x)l. 
Pro@ We consider the characteristic urves which are defined by the solutions of the 
initial-value problems (2.21), denoting the solutions of these problems, respectively, by .r~(t: 
13~) and x,_(t; 13:); along these curves the system (2.20) reduces to the set of nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations (2.22). By integrating Eqs. (2.22) along their respective characteristics 
we then obtain 
r(xt, t) = ro(13t) + ~( r (x l ,  r )  - s (x l .  r ) )  dr, 
i s(x,_, t) = so(~_,) - ~(r(.r, ,  T) - s(x:, r)) dr. 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
Thus, for t --< T. 
Ir(x,. t) I ---< Iro(~,)l + Id~(r(xt. r) - s(.r~, v))! dr. (3.6a) 
f, js(.w:, t)l - [ so (~, ) ]  ~- IdO(r(x:, r) - s(.r:, r)) l dT. (3.6b) ) 
But. in view of (3.3), 
M 
t,),(~(x,. ~) - s(x,,  ~))1 -< -;- (It(x,. ,)l + r,(x,, r)j). 
M 
j,(<(.,-:, ~) - s(x:. ~))[ __ - ; - ( r , ( . , : .  ~)I + i.,(-,:. ~)').  
and therefore, (3.6a.b) imply that for t -< T, 
,,tfl ,,If, j,,,. r)] dr. Ir(-,~, t)l -< !"o(~,II + -2 [,'C,,, :)1 d~ + -~ , , 
f ,  M f ,  l~[ [S()t" I T)r d r  4-- -~ IF('(,, 7) I d7. !~(.,:. n! - - [ . , .o(~:)r  + -~ . _ > _ 
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
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If we set R(t) = supdr(x, t)l, S(t) = sup~ls(x, t)l. then 
ftt M (R(7) + S(7)) dT, (3.8a) Jr(x,, t) I <---]ro[ + -T , 
Mill Is(x_,, t)l -< IsoP + ~- (R(r) + Sir)) dr. (3.8b) 
Because of the assumed periodicity of the initial data. r(x. t) and s(x, t) are periodic in x 
for each t -< T; thus for t = t, -ft, 2, such that R(i) = Ir{.',?~. i) I, S(i) = [s(x:. ~:)1. We now 
choose co1 = COl(t), CO, = CO:(t) such that .?t = xt(CO~(i), ~:), 2. = x:(CO:(.;), t). Then for each 
t = t, R(t)  = Ir(x,(CO~(t), i), ,;)1 andS(.;) = ls(x,(CO2(t), t). i) I. Thus, by choosing.q = x,_(CO,(t), 
t), x,_ = x,_(CO,_(t), t)) for each t -< T, on the left-hand sides of (3.7a.b), respectively, we obtain 
from these estimates the bounds 
R(t) <- Irol + 2 (R(r) + S(r)) dr. (3.9a) 
J~(t 
M (R(r)  + S(r)) d'r. (3.9b) s in <-Is,,I + T , 
By defining W(t) = R(t) + S(t) and adding (3.9a,b) we then obtain the estimate 
ft 
W(t) -- ]r0t + Is01 + M W('r) dr. (3.10) ) 
This last result implies (by Gronwall's inequality) that 
w(t )  ~ (Irol + ls,,l)e ~''. t ~ T (3.1 l) 
But, for each t -< T, x E ( - : c ,  =), W(t) >_ (]r(x, t)[ + Is(x. t) i) by virtue of the definitions of 
R(.), S(.), and W(.), and (3.4) follows. • 
4. S INGULARITY  FORMATION 
In this section we begin by assuming that there exists a C ~ solution (r(x. t). six, t)) of the 
initial-value problem (2.20), (2.23) for 0 - t -< T. T > 0 arbitrary; we want to derive a 
contradiction to this assumption by proving that for Ir01, ]s(~l sufficiently small, and (Or/Ox)Ix. 
0) sufficiently large, for some x, (Or/Ox)(x, t) ---, z as t ---, t~ < z. To this end we first rewrite 
the first equation in the set (2.20) in the form 
Or Or 
Ot O(r - s) &r ap(r - s). (4.1) 
where 
,/ 
~(r - s) --= \/ d'(q]-I(r - s)) 
and qb(r - s) = -v ( r  - s )E ( i l - t ( r  - s)) - X(r -- S)E( i l - ' I r  -- s)). Differentiating (4.1) 
through with respect o x. we obtain 
O:.____~r _ ~) O'-r Of, = ( Or a.s ] 
OtO.r 0.r2 Ox qb'(r - s) Ox ?-~.r/" (4.2) 
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where 
Op'(r - s) - d~(____.~) 
d'q I ,~=._ ,  
As " = OlOt - i, OlOx we may put (4.2) in the form 
g +027~-* ' ( r - ' )7 . ,  g (4.3) 
But 
Ox Or Ox as Ox Or 
and thus if we set ~( r  - s) = ~ ' ( r  - s). 
Or O~ Or 
Or 
-=  - (Z Ox qS(r s) (4.4) 
or 
oooso, o,(o l: io, 
+ Or Ox Ox Or + ~'(r - s) Ox " 
(4.5) 
By combin ing Eqs. (2.20) we have r" - s" = 2qb. However,  s" = Os/Ot - OOs/Ox, and, thus, 
as s" = Os/Ot + OOs/Ox it fol lows that 
Os ~ ( r ' -  s') - + 
Ox 0 2f~ 
Substitut ing this last result into (4.5) and simpl i fying we obtain 
Or]" OO (r" - s') Or ~ Oi, Or OO 
- t -  - -  " 
\&r /  Or 2f~ Ox O Or Ox Or 
+ • , ( r ' - " ' t  
o.-~ t ,--57-~ / 
qb,ts 
+ (4.6) 
We now note that 
~" (O~/Or)r" + (Oi,/Os)s" 
(log ~,)" - A - 
v ~) 
or 
Ofa / Or 
(log fJ)" - (r" - s ' ) ;  
using this fact we may rewrite (4.6) in the form 
" 1 Or O~ Or -" 0r t + ~.  (4 .7 )  
\ - - f  (1o~ + - -  - - -  
_ ~ Ox Or ~ ox , ~'---~--v / v 
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Multiplying the last equation through by f/ : and using the fact that // -'(log P)" = 13 ~ -'17" v,e 
obtain from (4.71 
(v :  = + 
Ox Or \Ox /  ~ Or~ b_v 
- - -  i)- '  :(r" - s ' )  + ~-~ :qb~.  (4 .8)  
We now set X = i / :Or/Ox, thus reducing (4.8) to 
0-' : o~ ( ¢ av] ~V X" O--TX: + \ t '  + - ,~ 7 /x  2 - - -  I)-~:(r" - s ' )  + ~)-~:di)q -r. (4.9) 
At this stage of the analysis it is natural to introduce the definition 
I j°r , 
-7(r - s) = - g , ~({)~- i  :(c:) d~. (4.10) 
so that (4.9) becomes 
Or X: + ~ + - X -'- -'~vp +: /7  . 0 
(4.11) 
In order to simplify the subsequent analysis we now introduce the notation 
cI3 8f~ 
6 = xp + _ - - :  ~ = ~-,  :qoxp-. 14.12) 
f, ,:Jr 
We note that both q5, ~ are functions of r - s. In view of the definitions (4.12). (4.11) mav 
be rewritten as 
= - -X :  + cbX + 6 +. - * - .  (4.13) 
f ir 
We make the natural definition 0 ---- X - .'/Tand (4.13) becomes 
O" = ,9 -~2- -  '9~'0: + )r 0 ---.o, (4.14) 
;)r 
where 
Of, _ iJb 47: ;',' -----2v 1 -_ . . / ,  + 6 and .o ~ ~-~- ' - - .  + ¢.-7- . -  ~b 
Or fir 
are both functions of  r - -  s. We now pause to examine the coefficient ~,- ~ :3/~/8;" of the quadratic 
term in (4.14): we compute directly from the relations 
i "r~ ," 'I~) 
- .~ .  =-  ~ = ~cD~ =- : i 
J 
- -  d~ 
and 
' J ' l 'h - l ( r  - s)) , " (D)  
P( r -  s) = \ ~, =- \ t~,, 
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that 
OD OD 1 \"  g<J 1 8D 
- -  - - - - - -  = - -  = , or  
Or OT I 3"q 2 V ,,~ '(D) Or 
OD 
/ - -  
\ I-I,,, 1 
2 \ '~' (~- I ( r  - -  S))" 
Also. 
Of~ O1J OD 
- -  ~ - -  , - -  
Or OD Or 
so Of)lOr =- ¼( <'  - I  , ¢~ (D)) ,;"(D), where D = "fi-i(r - s). Therefore 
a~' 1 d "(D) 
~-i_" __ = _ i~l~a D = T]-I(r -- S). (4.15) 
Or 4 ( d '(D)) s ~' 
In view of our assumption that c<"(0) > 0 it follows that 3 : \  > 0 such that d"({) > 0 for [~[ <- 
A. But for t - T, [r - s[ -< ([r0[ + Iso[)e ur --. A provided we choose r0('), so(') such that 
Iro] + [so] -< :ke-Ur; with such a choice of the initial data. it fol lows that for t -< T, - : c  < 
x < :c d"(-q- I(r(x,  t) - s(x, t))) > 0 and thus by (4.15) that ~,-~ :O~/Or > 0, 0 -< t <- T. If 
we define 
F = inf , ,  - ' :  0---~" /=  sup[~'I [, q= inf.O. (4.16) 
O r '  
where the respective inf and sup are, in each case, taken over the bounded set of arguments 
{'q - r - Slrl[ - A, 0 -< t -< T}, then Eq. (4.14) implies the ordinary differential inequality' 
0" ->F0 -' + ~lO +.6 .  (4.17) 
However, 
F 1 F 1 
,7 t0_> - -~02-~_<; '1 : - - _  21" - -0 : -2  ~-~ / ' :  
so fo r0  <-- t <- T, 
F 1 
O" -> 2 O: - _7-( / , :  + y .  (4.18) 
We may, without loss of generality, assume that q-< 0 [if q> 0. (4.18) is then strengthened 
by dropping ff ]. Thus 
0" - ->- (0 :  - 7"), 0--< t -< T: 7 ~- 
, , , 
(4.19) 
Wi:h (4.19) we have associated initial data 
O(x, O) =- ×(x. O) -.'/mix, O) 
I J*Y,,I t I - ~,ll I I 
0r (x, O) + - ~(~)b -t :(~) d E. (4.20) = 01 :(ro(x) - s,j(x)) &~ "~ ,, 
The solution of (4.19), (4.20) is now compared with the solution of the initial-value problem 
F 
O" = Z(t~: - y : ) .  O<-- t<-T :  0(x. 0) = 0(x, 0). (4.21) 
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By a standard comparison theorem[18], 0(x, t7 -> 01.r. n for 0 -< t -< T. However. the solution 
of (4.21) is easily seen to be given by 
1 e :V t  [ 
- + tl  - e -'r"). (4.22) 
0(.r,t) + ;/ O(x,O) + 2' 2 ; /  
By (4.2) it follows that St~ < x such that 0Ix, t) ~ x as t ~ t~ iff for such t~ 
e " r: l rr)] 
lim + ( l  - e " 
.. . .  O(x,O) + / ~2  
= O. (4 .23)  
But, (4.23) is satisfied iff 
2 J  
O(x,O) +, /  
-- I - -e  - ' r '  
x 
(4.24) 
for some t~ < :c. As 0 < 1 - e - / r ,  < 1 for all t > 0, it follows that (4.24) is satisfied iff 
0(x, 0) may be chosen so as to satisfy 
2 / ¸  
0 < < I, (4.25) 
0(x. 0) + / 
in which case 
1 In 1 - > 0. (4.26} 
t~ = ) ' F  0t.r. O) + / 
However, in view of (4.20), 0(x. 0) will certainly satisfy (4.25) if at some x, Or/i).r(x, O) is 
positive and sufficiently large. Thus, for Or/O.rtx, 0) positive and sufficiently large 0t.r, t) (and. 
then. 0(x, t) as well) approaches :c as t - - ,  t.,, where t-,. > 0 is given by 14.26). Moreover, t~. 
as given by (4.26), will satisfy t~ < T provided Or.'axIx, 07 > 0 is chosen so large that 
2 /  
O(x. 0) > ) (4.27) 
1 - e - - ' r r  
But  
Or I J*rq r.t~ ,it.,'! 
O(x, t) = v~ 2(r(x. t) - s(s, t)) O.--r (x. t) + 2 . x[t(~')i~' :(~) d~,. (4.287 
and thus Or/Ox(x, t) ---, x as t ~ t~, for Or/O.r(x. 0) > 0 and sufficiently large at x. where t~ < 
T is given by (4.26); this contradicts our assumption that r(x, t) ~ C ~ (in (x. t)) for all t, 0 -< 
t<x .  As 
Or 1 OB(x, t) ( ' (D(x .  t)) aD 
- -  (x, t) - - (.r. t) (4.29) 
Ox tx~) 0.r ' \ p.. O.r 
we have established the following result on singularity formation in the plane-wave-nonl inear 
dielectric interaction problem. 
THEOREM 
Consider the inhomogeneous quasilinear system (-..-,7 with periodic initial data B(.r. 0) = 
B,(x), D(x, 0) = D~j(.r). Suppose that ,"(~) > 0. Vf,. E R ~, ,'"lO) > 0. and that ~('7, 6-(.) 
jointly satisfy (3.17. Then a C 1 solution (B(x. t). DIx. t)) cannot exist for all t > 0 if sup,IB,,(x):. 
Nonlinear conduction and singularity formation 
sup~lD0(x) ] are chosen sufficiently small while 
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//'(D,,(x____~)) D,;(.r) - 1 B,;(.r) 
is chosen so as to be positive and sufficiently large at some x. In fact. given T > 0. 3p~(T) > 
O, pz(T) > 0 such that for max(sup~]B0(x)], sup[D,~(x)[) < p_,(T) and 
, ,' (Do(x)) 1 
\" - - t *o  D~'~(.~) - --bto B~'~(x) > p_.(T). 3t-~ < T 
such that 
Fo,,  q roo,x q:) ': 
lira L ~ + L ax = ~ 
t~t~ 
Remarks 
It is clear from the conditions cited in the theorem that singularities also form. for sup~lB,,Cv) 
and sup~lDo(x)l chosen sufficiently small, if D,'~(x) > 0, - :~  < x < :¢, while B(~(x) < O, - : c  < 
x < =, with I&;(x)l sufficiently large at some x. 
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